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Fuel dispensing process for SKUSA SpringNationals:

Addressing the continued concerns and costs (Fines) of fuel cans being left in the paddock after
each event, Superkarts! USA has made arrangements with VP Racing Fuels to attend and
dispense all of the practice and race fuel and oil for the SpringNationals at Utah
Motorsports Campus. Any drivers that had fuel and oil included with their race pre-entry
and/or purchased thru Motorsportreg.com will be on the list at the fuel desk to pick up those
‘pre-purchased’ products. VP will dispense the fuel into your fuel jug and give you the Elf oil in
1-liter bottles, but there is no fuel farm like at the SuperNationals. The jug and oil bottle is yours
to take back to your pit. Should you need to purchase a jug, VP is bringing a limited supply to
purchase on site. Additional fuel, oil, and jugs with the spout can be purchased thru a SKUSA
representative at Registration. Hours of operation for both Registration and the fuel desk are
listed on the event schedule. NOTE: There are no refunds for products purchased but not
picked up at the event, so please plan accordingly.

Teams and Competitors, Please Take Notice:

To assure this process achieves its goal, SKUSA representatives will conduct random inspections
of trailers and vehicles entering the paddock and during the event. Any fuel cans observed will
require the owner to immediately remove the can from the property as no metal fuel cans (VP,
Sunoco, or any other brand) will be allowed inside the front gate of Utah Motorsports Campus.
Generator fuel must be contained in an EPA-approved plastic fuel can. Any metal cans will be
turned away at the gate, so be prepared to comply.

Used Race Tires:

Superkarts! USA has managed to secure a dumpster for disposal of used event race tires. This
tire dumpster will be located between the East and West Day garages. It IS YOUR responsibility
to place YOUR tires in the dumpster if you wish to leave them. Collapsing the tires will help us
maximize space within the dumpster. Please do not put them in the trash cans or leave them
outside your pit assuming someone will collect them.

Let’s Work Together on This:

Superkarts! USA is reducing profit margin and incurring additional costs to help you, the
competitor, help us give back the facility the way we received it, fuel can and used tire free.
Please help us by doing your part to assure we achieve this goal.
Respectfully,
Superkarts! USA

